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PowerPoint Pro 
– Certification Quiz Questions 

Module 5 – Practice Exercises and Real-World Macro Usage 
 

1. You are creating a “Precedent Transactions” slide that visualizes the deals and multiples 

by showing the acquirer and target logos in a table and the EBITDA multiples in a bar 

chart. The PowerPoint portion of your slide is shown below: 

 

 
 

You plan to use the “Distribute and Fit Shapes to Table” to resize these logos and put 

them in the correct table cells without doing any manual work. 
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Why might you have to do some amount of manual work anyway? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. Some of the acquirer and target logos might be swapped or in the incorrect 

positions relative to the dates. 

 

b. Some of these shapes appear to be bigger than their closest cells, and the macro will 

not work correctly in that case. 

 

c. The shapes must have transparent backgrounds for this macro to work, and it’s 

unclear if all these logos are transparent. 

 

d. In some cases, the logo’s center position might not be closest to the center of the 

cell you want to place it in. 

 

e. Even if this macro fits the logos correctly, they might not look 100% correct due to 

blank space in nearby cells and images with very different height/width ratios. 

 

2. You are drafting a “Potential Strategic Alternatives” slide for a client to illustrate how it 

can think about issuing equity vs. issuing debt vs. completing acquisitions. The slide is 

shown below: 
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Your co-worker wants to use this slide but modify the spacing and add extra branches, 

such as a “Stock Repurchase” alternative to the “Capital Structure” options. 

 

What’s the fastest way to tell if they’ll need to adjust the existing connector lines and 

shapes on the slide before doing this? 

 

a. Press Ctrl + A to select all the shapes and lines and try resizing them to see if 

everything maintains the correct proportions. 

 

b. Enable Smart Guides and Drawing Guides and check the distances and spacing by 

moving around the shapes in the rightmost column. 
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c. Press Ctrl + A and check to see if the intersection of each connector line and its 

shape is a green dot, indicating they’re linked. 

 

d. Cycle through each shape using the Tab key and use the Arrows to move it up or 

down to verify that the connector lines move with the shape. 

 

3. You are working on a “Process Roles and Responsibilities” slide in a presentation, as 

shown below: 

 

 
 

Your Managing Director wants you to turn this shape-based layout into a table instead.  
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Why will the “Shapes to Table” macro not work properly unless you make additional 

changes to the slide? 

 

a. The top “row” only has 4 shapes, so if you enter 5 columns for the table, the macro 

will incorrectly put the “Phase I” box in column #5 of row #1. 

 

b. This macro doesn’t work unless the # rows * # columns in the table equal the total 

number of shapes in your selection. 

 

c. The main problem is that this selection of shapes has a mix of bulleted and normal 

text, so these formats won’t be copied correctly into the table cells. 

 

d. The macro will work, but you’ll need to select only the bottom 4 “rows” and recreate 

the top row separately in the table. 

 

4. You are reviewing the final draft of a presentation before submitting it to a client. Which 

of the following problems are NOT easy to fix with a macro or built-in command? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. The Table of Contents slide in the beginning has the wrong slide numbers or the 

incorrect section titles. 

 

b. Some capitalizations are inconsistent, such as “$ in Billions” vs. “$ In Billions.” 

 

c. You have used inconsistent font faces in shapes and textboxes throughout the slides, 

such as Arial in some places and Calibri in others. 

 

d. You have used inconsistent shape formatting throughout the slides, such as rounded 

rectangles with black borders and others without borders. 

 

e. Some of the images and logos within tables are sized “too perfectly” and do not 

factor in blank areas in adjacent cells and irregular image dimensions. 
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f. In some of the footnotes, you’re using the incorrect year numbers, such as 2022 

rather than 2023. 
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